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Klondyke and Strikes operate 22 garden centres
throughout the UK. 
 
Christmas is a key time for garden centres as they
embrace the festive period to keep sales up over
winter. 
 
The chain was planning big Christmas displays
throughout their 22 stores.  The client was looking
for an engagement tool that would encourage
Christmas shoppers of all ages to interact with the
festive display.
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SOLUTION
Klondyke and Strikes came to Photo Cutouts
looking for an eye-catching product that would
engage with visitors of all ages.
 
Our Snowglobe face-in-the-hole board was
chosen as the perfect prop. 
 
The customisable plaque on the design was
used to feature the client's branding & to run a
"Show Us Your Best Festive Face" photo
competition. This gave visitors an incentive to
interact & share their photos (with the client's
branding!) across social media. 
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The boards were placed in each of the stores.
Through the customising of the boards, visitors
were encouraged to ‘Show us your best festive
face’.
 
Visitors could share photos on social media with
either the hashtag #KlondykeSnowglobe or
#StrikesSnowglobe (depending on the store) in
order to win a prize.
 
The campaign was a huge success with over 350
photos, with the chain's branding, shared across
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram in the run up to
Christmas. 

RESULTS
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
Photo Boards are a perfect marketing prop for festive
retail campaigns. They are:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Customisable
to include your branding, message or promotion

Engaging
provide an opportunity for shoppers to interact with your
branding

Lightweight & weatherproof
Boards are lightweight enough to be moved in & out of the
store & sturdy enough to withstand the British weather
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Contact us

twitter.com/photocutouts

TWITTER
facebook.com/photocutouts

FACEBOOK
instagram.com/photocutouts

INSTAGRAM

linked.com/company/photocutouts

LINKEDIN

Get in touch with the team at:
 
https://www.photocutouts.co.uk/
 
Email: office@connectedshopping.com

 
Tel: 01284 848330
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